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Abstract
We determine the precise relationships among three ring-theoretic conditions: duo, reversible,
and symmetric. The conditions are also studied for rings without unity, and the e2ects of ad-
junction of unity are considered. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary: 16P10; 16S99; 16U80; secondary: 16S34; 16S36
1. Background
In a commutative ring, the set of nilpotent elements form an ideal that coincides
with the intersection of all prime ideals. This property is also possessed by certain
noncommutative rings, which are known as 2-primal rings. A necessary and su:cient
condition for a ring R to be 2-primal is that every minimal prime ideal p ⊂ R be
completely prime (i.e. R=p be a domain); this result is Proposition 1.11 in [11]. Various
ring-theoretic properties generalizing commutativity give rise to 2-primal rings. We will
focus on three such properties: duo, reversible, and symmetric.
A ring is called right (resp. left) duo if every right (resp. left) ideal is two-sided.
Every right or left duo ring is 2-primal, since in a one-sided duo ring every prime
ideal is completely prime.
Another property between “commutative” and “2-primal” is what Cohn in [5] calls
reversible rings: those rings R with the property that ab= 0⇔ ba= 0 for all a; b∈R.
Cohn shows that the KCothe Conjecture is true for the class of reversible rings. Indeed,
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all reversible rings are 2-primal, and the KCothe Conjecture is clearly true for 2-primal
rings—more generally, for the class of rings whose nilpotent elements form an ideal.
A stronger condition than “reversible” was deGned by Lambek in [9]: a ring R is
called symmetric if abc = 0 ⇔ acb = 0 for all a; b; c∈R (an equivalent condition
on a ring with unity is that whenever a product of any number of elements is zero,
any permutation of the factors still yields product zero). Lambek takes a result of
Grothendieck and DieudonnKe, which says that every commutative ring is isomorphic
to the ring of sections of a sheaf of local rings, and generalizes it from commutative
to symmetric rings, thus: a ring is symmetric if and only if it is isomorphic to the ring
of sections of a sheaf each of whose stalks is a symmetric ring with a prime ideal
that contains all its zero-divisors (see [9, p. 367]). Another generalization was obtained
subsequently by Shin in [11].
These classes of rings have also found application in Tuganbaev’s investigation of
distributive lattices of submodules. In [12], Tuganbaev calls a ring R commutative at
zero if ab=0⇒ aRb= bRa=0 for all a; b∈R. This condition is obviously equivalent
to reversible for rings with unity. The reversible condition was also studied under the
name zero commutative, or (zc), by Habeb in [7].
In the literature, it has sometimes been erroneously asserted (and even “proved”!)
that reversible and symmetric are equivalent conditions. It therefore behooves us to
clarify the relationship between these properties.
2. Identity crises
In every section of this paper except the present one, all rings are assumed to contain
an identity element. The ring-theoretic conditions under investigation can be studied in
rings without identity (see, e.g., [11]); however, certain conclusions fail. For example,
symmetric implies reversible for rings with identity. For rings without identity this is
no longer true, as illustrated by the following example, borrowed from [3, Example 9]:
Example 1. Let S = {a; b} be the semigroup with multiplication a2 = ab = a; b2 =
ba= b. Put T =F2S; which is a four-element semigroup ring without identity. A quick
calculation reveals that T is symmetric but not reversible (which cannot happen in a
ring with unity).
Another function of this example is to show that certain subclasses of 2-primal rings
are not closed under adjunction of unity. One such subclass of 2-primal rings, which
contains the classes of symmetric and reversible rings (irrespective of whether the ring
R contains an identity element), consists of those rings satisfying what in [11] is called
the (S I) condition, deGned by ab= 0⇒ aRb= 0 for all a; b∈R. (Such a ring is also
known as zero insertive or (zi), in the work [7] of Habeb, where the condition was
studied for QF-3 rings. The (S I) property was studied in the context of near-rings by
Bell, in [2], where it is called the insertion-of-factors-principle, or IFP.) It is easy
to see that reversible and symmetric each imply the (S I) condition; to see that (S I)
implies the 2-primal condition, observe that in a ring R (with or without identity) that
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satisGes (S I), RaR ⊂ R is a nilpotent ideal whenever a∈R is a nilpotent element, and
hence any nilpotent element is contained in an arbitrary prime ideal.
We will use the following terminology and notation for adjunction of 1. If T is a
ring without identity, its Dorroh extension is T ′ = Z ⊕ T (as additive groups) with
multiplication deGned by (n1; t1)(n2; t2)= (n1n2; t1t2 + n1t2 + n2t1). The 2-primal condi-
tion is preserved by Dorroh extensions, as is the stronger condition that every prime
ideal be completely prime; see [4] for details. Moreover, the property that T be re-
duced (i.e. contain no nonzero nilpotent elements, a condition that implies both re-
versible and symmetric) is clearly preserved by Dorroh extensions. But the following
example shows that neither symmetric nor the (S I) condition is preserved by Dorroh
extensions.
Example 2. Let T be as in Example 1. In the Dorroh extension T ′; we have
(1; a)(0; a) = 0 =(1; a)(0; b)(0; a);
which shows that T ′ does not satisfy (S I); and therefore is not symmetric; even though
T has both of these properties.
(As expected, every prime ideal of T ′ is completely prime, as T ′=Nil∗(T ′) ∼= Z[x]=(2x;
x2 + x).)
A reversible ring, not necessarily containing unity, whose Dorroh extension is not
reversible is harder to come by. We cannot, for example, take a semigroup algebra
over a Geld, as we did in Example 2. Indeed:
Proposition 3. Let T be a ring not necessarily containing 1 that is reversible. Assume
that either
(i) T actually does contain a 1; or
(ii) T is a vector space over some 6eld.
Then the Dorroh extension T ′ is reversible.
Proof. Suppose that T ′ = Z⊕ T is not reversible. Replacing T by its opposite ring if
necessary; we can assume that there exist some nonzero k ∈Z and some a; b∈T such
that ba = ab= ka (where ka =0; since T is reversible).
If (i) holds, then k is actually an element in T , whence a(b− k) = 0 =(b− k)a, a
contradiction.
Now suppose (ii) holds. Then the additive group (T;+) is either torsion-free or else
is of prime exponent. Since ab=ka, we have ab2=kab; therefore, since T is reversible,
a(b2 − kb) = 0 ⇒ (b2 − kb)a= 0 ⇒ b2a= kba= b(ka) = bab:
Another application of reversibility gives
b(ba− ab) = 0 ⇒ (ba− ab)b= 0 ⇒ kab= ab2 = bab:
Therefore k(ab− ba) = 0, though of course ab− ba =0. This means the group (T;+)
is of prime exponent dividing k. But that contradicts ka =0.
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Now that we know what to avoid, we can construct a counterexample showing that
reversible does not go up to Dorroh extensions.
Example 4. Let A = (Z=4Z)〈x; y〉 where x and y are noncommuting indeterminates.
Let I be the two-sided ideal
I = Ax2A+ A(xy − 2x)A+ A(2yx)A+ Ay2xA ⊂ A:
(We will continue to write x and y for their images in the factor ring A=I .) Let
T = (A=I)x + (A=I)y; considered as ring without unity. We claim that T is reversible
but its Dorroh extension T ′ is not.
Note that every element of T can be written uniquely in the form
1;0 x + 1;1yx +
m∑
i=1
0; iyi; m∈N; i; j ∈Z=4Z:
Suppose
= 1;0x + 1;1yx +
m∑
i=1




are arbitrary elements of T (all i; j ; i; j ∈Z=4Z); then






















To prove T is reversible, it su:ces to show that if 21;00;1 x = 0;11;0 yx = 0 then
21;00;1 x = 0;11;0 yx = 0. This follows from the fact that for ∈Z=4Z we have
2x = 0⇔ yx = 0⇔ ∈{0; 2}.
We have just shown that T is reversible; however, the Dorroh extension T ′ is not
reversible, since (0; x)(2; y) = 0 =(2; y)(0; x) in Z⊕ T = T ′.
To summarize: among the six conditions reduced, reversible, symmetric, (S I),
2-primal, and “all prime ideals are completely prime,” we have the following implica-
tions for rings not necessarily containing 1:
reduced ⇒ symmetric all primes c:p:
⇓ ⇓ ⇓
reversible ⇒ (S I) ⇒ 2-primal:
For rings containing 1 we also have symmetric ⇒ reversible; otherwise, there are no
other valid implications in the above chart, apart from those entailed by transitivity.
(For a full discussion of proper inclusions between the various classes of rings, see
[10].) Among these six properties, symmetric, reversible, and (S I) are not preserved
by Dorroh extensions; the other three conditions are.
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3. Reversible, symmetric, and duo
For the remainder of the paper we reinstate the convention that all rings contain 1.
We will show that reversible does not imply symmetric, with or without the one-sided
duo condition. 1
Example 5. Let k be a Geld; deGne the free algebra F = k〈x; y; z〉; and let
I = (FxF)2 + (FyF)2 + (FzF)2 + FxyzF + FyzxF + FzxyF ⊂ F:
Put R= F=I . Then R is a local; 13-dimensional k-algebra; with vector space basis
w0 = 1; w1 = x; w2 = y; w3 = z; w4 = xy; w5 = yx; w6 = xz;
w7 = zx; w8 = yz; w9 = zy; w10 = xzy; w11 = zyx; w12 = yxz:
Obviously R is not symmetric.
Assume for a contradiction that there exist a =
∑12
i=0 aiwi and b =
∑12
i=0 biwi in R
such that ab = 0 but ba =0. For ab to be 0, we must have a0 = b0 = 0 (otherwise a
or b would be a unit). Since all 3-letter words are killed by every monomial term in
a or b, we can remove these monomials and assume without loss of generality that
a=
∑9
i=1 aiwi and b=
∑9
i=1 biwi.
From ab= 0 we obtain these nine equations:
a1b2 = 0; a2b1 = 0; a1b3 = 0;
a3b1 = 0; a2b3 = 0; a3b2 = 0;
a1b9 + a6b2 = 0; a3b5 + a9b1 = 0; a2b6 + a5b3 = 0:
Now, 0 = ba=∑12i=4 ciwi, where
c4 = b1a2 = 0; c5 = b2a1 = 0; c6 = b1a3 = 0;
c7 = b3a1 = 0; c8 = b2a3 = 0; c9 = b3a2 = 0;
c10 = b1a9 + b6a2; c11 = b3a5 + b9a1; c12 = b2a6 + b5a3:
Thus, c10; c11, or c12 is nonzero; applying the k-automorphism of R that cyclically
permutes x; y, and z, we can assume that c10 =0. Hence, we cannot have b1 = a2 = 0.
Since a2b1 = 0, precisely one of b1; a2 equals 0.
Assume b1 =0 and a2 = 0. Then a3b1 = 0 implies a3 = 0, whence a3b5 + a9b1 = 0
implies a9 = 0, contradicting c10 =0.
Assume b1 = 0 and a2 =0. Then a2b3 = 0 implies b3 = 0, whence a2b6 + a5b3 = 0
implies b6 = 0, contradicting c10 =0.
Therefore, R is reversible though not symmetric, and clearly not left or right duo.
Of course, Example 5 also works if we let k be a commutative domain.
To show that reversible also does not imply symmetric in the presence of the duo
condition, we will construct a group ring with the appropriate properties. It is of interest,
1 It was recently brought to my attention that the ring in Example 5 has appeared in the literature before,
at the end of Example l.5 of Anderson and Camillo’s paper [1].
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then, to observe that some of the di2erent subclasses of 2-primal rings do coalesce when
we restrict to certain types of group rings.
Proposition 6. Let k be any commutative ring; and G any 6nite group. The group
ring R= kG is reversible if and only if it satis6es (S I).
Proof. “Only if” is trivial; for the converse; suppose R satisGes (S I); and ab=0 in R.
DeGning the trace map tr :R→ k in the usual way; we still have tr(xy)= tr(yx) for all
x; y∈R. By hypothesis; for any r ∈R we have arb=0; hence 0= tr(a[rb]) = tr([rb]a);
therefore; since every element of the left ideal Rba has trace 0; we must have ba= 0.
So R is reversible.
Notice that if  is an element of the symmetric group Sn, in order to have a valid
group ring identity tr(x1x2 · · · xn) = tr(x(1)x(2) · · · x(n)) on kG for every commutative
ring k and every Gnite group G, it is necessary and su:cient that  be a power of
the n-cycle (1 2 · · · n)∈ Sn. Su:ciency is clear. If there were a counterexample to the
necessity part, then (using the converse) there would be a counterexample satisfying
(1)= 1 and (‘)¡(k) for some k ¡‘; then (setting xi =1 for all i ∈ {1; k; ‘}) we
would have the identity tr(xyz) = tr(xzy). But if this were the case, then the proof of
Proposition 6 would go through even without the (S I) hypothesis (just replace ab=0⇒
arb = 0 by ab = 0 ⇒ rab = 0, and get tr(rab) = tr(rba) from the putative identity).
That would imply that the group ring kG is always reversible if k is commutative and
G is Gnite, which is certainly false. For example, for D8 = 〈x; y | x4 = y2 = (xy)2 = 1〉,
the group algebra F2D8 is not reversible: (1 + xy)(x + y) = 0 =(x + y)(1 + xy) in
F2D8. (Although F2D8 does not satisfy (S I), it is 2-primal, being local artinian.) This
example might be contrasted with the group algebra in Example 7, to follow.
We now show that even for duo rings, reversible does not imply symmetric.
Example 7. For a reversible; (left and right) duo ring that is not symmetric; it su:ces
to Gnd a commutative ring k and a Gnite group G such that the group ring kG is
one-sided duo but not symmetric. Indeed; one-sided duo always implies (S I); whence
we infer reversibility from Proposition 6; moreover; for kG; left duo is equivalent to
right duo because of the existence of the involution on kG deGned by g → g−1 for
g∈G; Gxing k. (Left–right symmetry of the duo condition in this case can also be
deduced from Hirano; Hong; Kim; and Park’s result [8; Theorem 3]; or; in the speciGc
example to follow; from Courter’s result [6; Corollary 2.3].)
We will take k = F2 for our Geld, and G = Q8 = {±1;±i;±j;±k} (the quater-
nions) for our group. We will write the elements of F2Q8 as F2-linear combinations
of {xg: g∈Q8}.
To see R=F2Q8 is not symmetric, let a=1+ xj; b=1+ xi, and c=1+ xi+ xj + xk .
Then abc = 0 but bac =0.
It remains only to be shown that R= F2Q8 is right duo, i.e. for every  and  in R,
the element  is contained in the right ideal R. We can reduce to the case where the
support of  is a single quaternion; then, using the fact that x−1 is central and there
exists an automorphism of R cyclically permuting xi; xj, and xk , we can reduce to the
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case where  = xi. Writing
= a+ bx−1 + cxi + dx−i + exj + fx−j + gxk + hx−k ; a; b; : : : ; h∈ F2;
it su:ces to show that the element xi + xi = (g+ h)(xj + x−j) + (e + f)(xk + x−k)
is contained in R. Of course, we can assume  is in the augmentation ideal, hence
that its support consists of 2, 4, or 6 quaternions (8 is trivial). Obviously  can be
replaced by any right associate u (u a unit of R). DeGne
z = 1 + x−1 and != 1 + x−1 + xi + x−i + xj + x−j + xk + x−k ;
which both lie in the center of R.
Case 1: |Support()|=2. There are 28 such elements, four of which lie in the ideal
zR and are central. The remaining 24 are right associates of either 1 + xi; 1 + xj, or




xi if = 1 + xi;
xk if = 1 + xj;
x−j if = 1 + xk :
Then = (∈ R.
Case 2: |Support()|= 6. Apply Case 1 to the element +! (observing that u!=
!u= ! for any unit u∈R).
Case 3: |Support()|= 4. There are 70 such elements, six of which lie in the ideal
zR and are central. The remaining 64 are right associates of either 1 + x−1 + xi + xj
(sixteen elements), 1 + x−1 + xi + xk (sixteen elements), 1 + x−1 + x−j + xk (sixteen




xj + xk + x−k if = 1 + x−1 + xi + xj;
1 + x−1 + xk if = 1 + x−1 + xi + xk ;
1 + x−1 + xi if = 1 + x−1 + x−j + xk ;
1 + x−i + xj if = 1 + xi + xj + xk ;
xj if = 1 + xi + xj + x−k :
Then = (∈ R.
This proves R is right duo, and hence is a duo, reversible ring that is not symmetric.
Notice that if S is a reversible ring that is not one-sided duo (e.g., a polynomial
ring over any noncommutative skew Geld), and R is as in Example 7, then the direct
product R × S is a reversible but not symmetric ring that is not one-sided duo (thus
providing an alternative to Example 5).
Remark. Example 7 was constructed in response to a request from Professor Lam of
the University of California at Berkeley; who expressed a desire for a “small” example
of a reversible but not symmetric ring. Literally speaking; the R in Example 7 is the
smallest example I know! In closing; then; I pose the following funny little problem:
Question. Let R be a ring (with unity) that is reversible but not symmetric. Must R
contain at least 256 elements?
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(In a similar spirit, Xue has determined the minimal number of elements in a ring
that is duo but not commutative, in [13, Theorem 3].)
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